YOUR CAREER WITH SNB
SNB stands for top quality, professionalism and business understanding. With our highly specialised handpicked team of legal advisers we offer our clients the same quality as a large law firm and on top the
structural advantages of a mid-sized business law firm with small teams, rapid communication possibilities
and flat hierarchies. We do not sit in a legal ivory tower but actively contribute towards shaping the
entrepreneurial processes of our clients.
Our German and foreign clients expect feasible solutions, a clear language, the taking into account of their
economic interests and cost sensitivity. We can only achieve these goals through good staff. We are proud
to say that our entire team consists of motivated colleagues who have been with us for many years. Many
of our lawyers and current partners worked already as legal clerks with SNB. Our legal specialists have
partly a seniority of several decades with us.
In order to have a competitive positioning for the future, we are open at any time for talks to new
colleagues and employees fitting into our structure.

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW
As an Attorney-at-law you should be ready to specialise in one of our specialist areas. Apart from an aboveaverage qualification, a sound understanding for the economic interests of the clients is indispensable. First
practical experience as a specialist is welcome. We welcome and support the acquisition of a specialist
lawyer title.

ARTICLED CLERK
As a legal clerk you have the possibility to get to know our specialist areas and colleagues and take the first
steps into the direction of a later specialisation as a lawyer. You would not be the first legal clerk receiving
an offer from us after the end of your training to start with SNB.

LEGAL ASSISTANT / FOREIGN LANGUAGE CORRESPONDENT
As a non-lawyer you are welcome at SNB, too! A training as legal assistant is an advantage but not
necessarily a prerequisite. Since we have both practices marked by procedural law and practices focusing
on counselling and transactions, we would like to invite also candidates with a training as foreign language
correspondent or the similar to apply.
We have a co-operative and friendly working atmosphere both among the employees and between the
latter and the lawyers as well as partners. We offer you a diverse and responsible activity in a collegial

environment.

Please send your full application documents to:
SCHULZ NOACK BÄRWINKEL Rechtsanwälte PartmbB
Baumwall 7, 20459 Hamburg, personal@snb-law.de
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